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Social networks
may not be

Singapore Management University was originally set up as a business school in collaboration with Wharton, the business school of the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, and
had the mission to be an agent of change by being fashioned after the US system, according to its president Arnoud De Meyer and provost Lily Kong. ST FILE PHOTO

How SMU became
an agent of change
for universities
Its partnership with Wharton
has helped enrich the landscape
of higher education in
Singapore, two SMU leaders
write in response to Han Fook
Kwang’s column last Sunday.
Arnoud De Meyer
and Lily Kong
For The Straits Times
In last week’s Sunday Times, Han
Fook Kwang raised interesting
questions in “Singapore R&D:
Expensive Lesson or Worthwhile
Experience?” In fact, he raised two
distinct sets of questions.
The first set is on whether the
investments in research and
development carried out with
high-profile international
institutions, of which many (but
not all) are located on the Create
Campus, have paid off.
The second set of questions is
centred on whether the
collaborations with foreign
institutions – such as Yale-NUS,
Duke-NUS, Imperial College with
Nanyang Technological University
(NTU), Singapore University of
Technology and Design (SUTD)
with Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) and, earlier on,
Singapore Management University
(SMU) with Wharton – have
enriched the landscape of higher
education in Singapore. As the
academic leaders of SMU, we are
not well placed to provide insights
on the first question, but on the
second, we can draw on the SMU
experience, and respond with a
resounding yes. We believe that the
other collaborations have also been
very valuable, but others will no
doubt have more insights.
We believe the experience of
SMU is particularly valuable
because we have the distinction of
being the earliest to enter into a
significant collaboration with an
international partner, and thus
have the advantage of almost 20
years of evolution and
development to reflect on.

BREAK WITH THE PAST

Let us recap how we started. SMU
was originally set up as a business
school in collaboration with
Wharton, the business school of the
University of Pennsylvania in
Philadelphia. From the start, the
plan was to build around the
business school other schools and
disciplines which support
management in the broadest sense
of the word. Thus five other schools
were created around the core
disciplines of accountancy,
economics, social sciences (with
psychology, sociology and political
science), information systems and
technology, and law.
We also had the mission to be an
agent of change, to break the
mould. SMU departed from the
deeply British tradition that the
National University of Singapore
and NTU followed, by being
fashioned after the US system. Our
partner Wharton provided lots of
inputs and guidance, for example,
in the design of the curriculum, the
concept of a unique holistic
education with small classes, a
commitment to community
service and a link between theory
and practice, as well as many
faculty management systems.
The experiment succeeded and
over the last 17 years, the SMU
team has built a specialised
university with close to 10,000
students, 370 full-time faculty
members, and with a
long-standing successful record of
graduating students that
employers like. In terms of quality
of research output, we are among
the top in Asia and the world in
some of our disciplines, such as
accountancy, business and
economics. We would not have
been able to build the university
that quickly were it not for the
collaboration with Wharton. What
is perhaps less well known is that
we also had an excellent partner in
Carnegie Mellon University in
designing and implementing the
curriculum for the School of
Information Systems.
Over the years we have been able
to remain distinct. We have a
distinctive value proposition, based
on a broad-based education
coupled with the depth of a major.
We offer the breadth and
intellectual range of a core
curriculum, combined with

specialisation in a discipline,
including a professional discipline.
We keep the commitment to
disciplinary rigour while ensuring a
strong link with the world of
practice. The original commitment
to compulsory internships as a key
form of experiential learning
remains, as do the community
service and seminar-style
interactive learning, with team
discussions, project work,
abundant discursive engagement
and presentations in the classroom.
DIVERSE AND DISTINCT

Our distinction today builds on the
many ideas and practices that we
learnt from and with Wharton. Our
pedagogy is constantly evolving.
The original mode of experiential
learning through internships is
now augmented significantly
through SMU-X where students
work with faculty and industry
mentors on real-life projects, with
outcomes that are useful and usable
by industry partners. Our signature
style of small-group interactive
learning is now enhanced using
technology to expand the
opportunities for students to
interact, collaborate and contest
ideas through technological
platforms, for example, with new
international award-winning apps
and games devised by our faculty.
Yes, we started with Wharton and
Carnegie Mellon, and they were
very helpful. Since then, we have
innovated on the original concepts.
Our research remains equally
distinctive. While we publish in
the top international journals, we
are committed to applied and
translational research that makes a
difference to our society, economy
and polity. Our case writing centre
is rapidly developing into one of
the main sources of case studies on
Asian companies. Some of our
research centres, such as those
focusing on service excellence,
economics of ageing, cyber
security, and analytics for social
and business applications,
produce output that is among the
top in the world; at the same time,
much of our research remains of
very high relevance to Singapore.
Some of our ideas and practices
have been adopted by other
institutions. But our pedagogy is
still recognised to be different.
And our graduates are still

perceived to be distinctive. This
provides variety and diversity
within the Singapore portfolio of
higher education institutions. For
Singapore students, this is
important because they can then
find the approach to learning that
best fits their competencies and
preferences. We provide a real
choice to students who want an
environment where they feel
comfortable to participate
actively and can optimise their
learning. We are convinced that
the creation of SUTD in
collaboration with MIT,
Duke-NUS, Yale-NUS,
NTU-Imperial and the many
collaborations that Singapore
Institute of Technology has, will
also render Singapore’s portfolio
of higher education offerings very
diverse and attractive.
Why was the SMU-Wharton
partnership successful? The
partnership worked well because
from the start the SMU’s Board of
Trustees had understood that at
some moment in time we would
have to stand on our own. Thus we
organised ourselves to become
independent. One of the most
strategic decisions our board
made was to establish from the
beginning that our degrees were
SMU degrees. Until 2011 we had
joint research projects with
Wharton, and until today we keep
very good relations and organise
some international programmes
for students together. Today our
collaboration is built on mutual
respect. From the start, SMU was
not “Wharton in Singapore”, but
SMU, that is, a Singapore
institution that was to chart its
own destiny and development
once the initial involvement of
Wharton receded. Our successful
development illustrates what a
Singapore institution can do. Yes,
the support we received at the
start was very important, but
afterwards, SMU grew without
the continued presence of the
partner institution. We are
convinced that this was a very
healthy evolution for the local
institution.
Could we have developed a new
university without Wharton? For
sure, but it would have taken a lot
more time to get to where we are
now. And no doubt there would
have been a serious risk that such
a new university would have been
a copy of the existing ones. We are
convinced that the collaboration
has been very beneficial for us
and for Singapore students.
Friendly competition among the
different institutions has no
doubt improved the overall
quality of higher education in
Singapore. And we provided an
interesting alternative for
students and businesses. Times
may have changed and perhaps
we need fewer of such
partnerships today. But they were
needed at a particular point in
Singapore’s development.
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• Arnoud De Meyer and Lily Kong
are respectively president
and provost of Singapore
Management University.

Monday. Having them, he wrote, was so 2010. That
may be a sign of the times: Predictions from a few years
ago that social networks would lose ground to
messenger apps appear to be coming true.
Mr Pavel Durov has often been called Russia’s Mark
Zuckerberg because he set up a Facebook clone called
VKontakte, which quickly beat the original in Russia
because it became the medium for sharing pirated
movies and music. Mr Durov lost control of the
network long ago, and the piracy is somewhat less
rampant, but VK is still far ahead of the competition in
its home country.
Mr Durov, meanwhile, has funded the development
of a messenger app, Telegram. Based in Berlin and
structured as non-profit, the messenger has about
100 million monthly active users – formidable, yet far
fewer than industry leaders such as WhatsApp and
Facebook Messenger (which claim a billion users each).
He explained his decision to purge: Everyone that a
person needs has long been on messengers. It is
pointless and time-consuming to maintain increasingly
obsolete friend lists on public networks. Reading other
people’s news is brain clutter. To clear out room for the
new, one should not fear getting rid of old baggage.
Mr Durov is right when he says everyone is on
messengers these days. Back in 2015, messengers
overtook social networks in terms of total active users.
And back in 2014, when Facebook separated
Messenger from its main offering, Mr Zuckerberg
himself acknowledged the trend, saying that
“messaging is one of the few things people do more
than social networking”. And the growth of
messengers is faster than that of social networks:
Facebook Messenger’s mobile audience increased by
36 per cent between July 2015 and June last year, while
Facebook’s grew by 19 per cent, according to
Comscore’s mobile app report.
By measures that register actual human engagement
– rather than fake accounts and bot activity – Facebook
does not seem to be growing at all. Last year, its users
generated about 25 per cent less original content than
in 2015. The time users spent on Facebook dropped
from 24 hours in mid-2015 to 18.9 hours in February,
Comscore reported.
There is no reliable data on why humans are less
enthusiastic about social networks today than a couple
of years ago. But, chances are, it has to do with fatigue
from living in a public cage, irritation with the growing
amount of invasive advertising and, perhaps, belated
privacy concerns, as advertising often seems to follow
browsing histories and the content of supposedly
private messages. Then, there is the prevalence of low
quality content and the potential of being confronted
by disturbing acts of video streaming. A grisly murder
video posted to Facebook on Easter Sunday is only the
latest example of vaunted Facebook algorithms being
powerless to police the vast network and cut off
dangerous exhibitionism that, incidentally, is only a
step away from what any social network addict does
with his private life.
Messengers are a safer ground: They are about
personal communication, not broadcasting.
Mr Zuckerberg, who has been touring the United
States in what some see as a pre-presidential campaign
and, others, as a series of focus groups to turn Facebook
into a community-building tool, appears to have seen
this trend coming long ago.
Facebook, after all, owns the two most popular
messenger apps. If the numbers keep shifting from
social networks to messengers, advertisers will figure
out that something is wrong with the platforms they
have been paying for. YouTube’s advertising boycott is
likely just a precursor of things to come, including
better analysis of usage and engagement metrics.
When the ad-based social network model is challenged
– or even before that – Facebook will be forced to
monetise its messenger offerings. That may
undermine the quality of these products, as advertising
did with the social networks.
Snap, now forced to make money as a public
company, may already be experiencing the fallout. The
time users spend on it is declining.
After having hijacked user attention and advertising
money from professional content producers, social
networks may be facing a reality check. As people
figure out what they want from the digital revolution,
there may be far less money in facilitating content
sharing than in creating the content itself. Instead of
submitting to the mercy of Facebook’s massive
audience, traditional publishers should have faith that
the public will always demand professionally crafted
content, no matter where it is shared. The social
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